Legal Article, September 2013
CONFRONTING SHARP LISTING PRACTICES
It’s a dog-eat-dog day sometimes out there. Not everyone listened to
Mom about playing nice in the sandbox. And sometimes that kid who
took your toy and threw sand is now a grown-up with a CA real estate
licensee and still throws sand of sorts.
Real estate and its shifting market trends move fast and provide
constantly evolving ways to engage in aggressive or even sharp listing
practices. Some practices are longstanding while others are novel -- but
otherwise lawful and in compliance with the REALTOR® Code of Ethics
(“COE”) and Multiple Listing Service (“MLS”) Rules. Others, though,
may cross some or all of those lines. And for those which have crossed
the line of Code of Ethics and MLS Rules, there are remedies available
through your internal governance system. Asserting these rules,
though, comes with the cost of needing to have compiled evidence and
initiating action. This takes time and attention away from the things
you’d rather be doing. But sometimes, you might decide it’s worth it to
put that sand-thrower on a time-out.
Here are some common scenarios where aggressive or sharp practices
occur and what you can (and can’t) do about them:
1. Pocket Listings and/or Pre-Listing or “Coming Soon” Marketing
Activities
We addressed in great detail at C.A.R.’s May, 2013 business meetings
the risks and liabilities associated with the increasing practice of pocket
or “off-MLS” listings. For purposes of that discussion, the “pocket
listings” addressed were primarily those where an agent had entered
into a written listing agreement with a seller but did not place the listing
on the MLS – a formal listing exists that would otherwise be eligible
for/required to go in the MLS, but listing agent keeps it off the Service.
To review a full discussion of the legal, ethical and MLS concerns
surrounding this issue, click on the following links:
Pocket Listings Q&A
The
 Pressing Issue of Pocket Listings
Presented by: Elizabeth Miller-Bougdanos
and Robert Bailey



Elizabeth's slides
Robert's slides
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An offshoot of this “off-MLS” practice is when a broker has engaged an
owner in some form of an unwritten arrangement to advertise or sell
owner’s property whereby a broker begins to market property prior to
executing a listing agreement with the owner. This is done presumably
at the direction of or with the consent of the owner. Perhaps an owner
wants to test the waters or drum up interest before entering into a
contract. Perhaps an opportunistic agent is willing to risk working
without a formalized commitment in the hopes of quietly locating a buyer
with the goal of “double ending” the deal.
These agents place “coming soon” or other types of signs on the
property or make “coming soon” representations to others online or even
more quietly just to select individuals. In a fast moving market, this type
of property may sell without ever having been listed in the typical sense.
[Note: It won’t always be clear just what “coming soon” means. It is a
representation that can mean different things in different contexts. It
may mean that a property has not yet been formally listed but will be
under contract soon. In another context, it may mean that the property
actually has been listed but is not currently available for showing and/or
purchase. For purposes of discussion in this paper, the term is used to
connote a pre-listing arrangement, but it’s possible it may signify
something different in another setting.]
Without a formal representation agreement, the pre-listing agent may or
may not have legal authority to further represent the seller or chooses
not to exercise any of it until a listing agreement is secured.
Nonetheless, the agent’s sign or other representations advertise him as
the point of contact on the property while interest on the part of the
public and amongst potential cooperating agents is being generated.
What are the issues flagged in a pre-listing engagement?
A. No Exclusive Agency
First of all, the pre-listing agent without a written listing agreement may
be in for an unwelcome development. If there is no written listing
agreement engaging him for exclusive representation, there is really
nothing preventing a potential buyer’s agent and/or buyer from going
around him and approaching the seller directly. The COE, Article 16 only
restricts interference with exclusive representation or exclusive
brokerage relationship agreements that other REALTORS® have with
clients. And, the COE, Article 9, requires that all agreements related to
real estate, including listing agreements, be in writing, making it pretty
hard for the pre-listing agent to assert any protection from Article 16.
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This is a potentially big risk a pre-listing agent takes.
B. Owner’s Consent
A REALTOR® may not advertise property without authority (COE
Standard of Practice (“SOP”) 12-4 and 16-9). That means, a
REALTOR® may not advertise a property unless the owner gives
his/her permission. Advertising a property without the owner’s
permission would also be unlawful false advertising on a number of
bases such as implying a relationship that does not exist between the
owner and the agent, and in some cases, representing that the property
is on the market or to be sold when that is not the case. (More on false
advertising is discussed below).
C. Written Agreement
While any lawyer would highly recommended that an owner’s
permission to advertise be in writing, it is not mandated. In California, an
agency relationship can be created without a written agreement.
However, under California’s Statute of Frauds (Civil Code § 1624(4), in
order to be paid, the listing agent must have a written listing agreement
with the seller. The MLS Rules also require the existence of a signed
written listing agreement before a listing is eligible and required to be
submitted to the MLS. Similarly, as already mentioned above, the COE,
Article 9, requires that all agreements related to real estate, including
listing agreements, be in writing.
The bottom line is that even though a signed written agreement is highly
recommended and required to enforce payment of a commission,
assuming the seller has consented, it is legally and ethically permissible
to place a pre-listing sign on the property or engage in other forms of
pre-listing marketing, and MLS Rules are not violated for failing to
submit the listing because no listing agreement yet exists. As discussed
below, analysis of whether a violation of the law, COE or MLS Rules has
occurred rests on the content of the sign or representation.
D. False Advertising/True Picture Obligations
Real estate licensees have legal, MLS and ethical obligations to be
truthful when advertising property or services. Legally, licensees may be
held liable for fraud, intentional misrepresentation, or negligent
misrepresentation if they make material false statements or material
omissions in any medium of advertising. (Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code §
17500.) In addition, licensees may face discipline from the Bureau of
Real Estate (“BRE”) (Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 10177(c).) Similarly,
REALTORS® have an ethical duty under the COE to avoid false
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advertising. For example, Article 12 states, "REALTORS® shall be
honest and truthful in their real estate communications and shall present
a true picture in their advertising, marketing and other
representations….”
Model MLS Rule 12.10 prohibits false or misleading advertising and
requires participants and subscribers to present a true picture in their
advertising and representations to the public. Model MLS Rule 16.6
provides that only the “for sale” sign of the “listing broker” be placed on
the property. Accordingly, a Participant who has posted a “for sale” sign
without having a signed written listing agreement in place conveys the
picture that the agent placing the sign has actually secured the listing,
and since that is not the case, the representation violates the MLS Rules
by being misleading, inaccurate and inconsistent with the MLS’s “for
sale” sign requirement. If, however, the same Participant’s sign were to
convey a different message such as “coming soon,” it would be
permissible as long as a seller gave permission to the agent to place
such a sign and as long as the overall representation wasn’t misleading.
Whatever the message conveyed on the sign, the test will be whether it
presents a true picture or whether it is false or misleading.
Thus, with the consent of the property owner, it is permissible for a
REALTOR® to post a pre-listing sign or engage in pre-listing marketing
that presents a true picture and is not misleading. However, certain
related practices in which some pre-listing brokers (or even listing
brokers) engage do potentially violate existing Code of Ethics or MLS
Rules.
E. Untruthful Actions?
While on their face, pre-listing agent’s “coming soon” representations
may appear to be truthful, do his actions belie his representations? If
so, that gives rise to true picture or false advertising claims.
Example 1: Buyer’s agent encounters “coming soon” message and
contacts pre-listing broker about her client’s interest in the property.
Pre-listing agent represents that no listing has been signed so pre-listing
agent is not authorized to show the property or entertain offers yet. Prelisting agent states showings/offers will not be allowed until another
week. However, the next day, the property shows as pending in the
MLS. Or buyer working with buyer’s agent’s contacts pre-listing agent
directly, and pre-listing agent provides a contrary version of his listing
arrangement and represents to the buyer that he can show the property
or entertain offers right away.
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Example 2: Broker places a “coming soon” sign on the property and
then, three weeks later, replaces the “coming soon” rider with a “sold in
2 days” rider. If the property was actually sold two days after listing, the
broker’s “coming soon” representations may have been false.
Conversely, if the broker properly listed the property before putting up
the “coming soon” sign, then it was a misrepresentation for the broker to
place the “sold in 2 days” rider.
In both examples, there was nothing patently wrong or dishonest with
pre-listing agent’s initial representations, but ensuing actions revealed
that they were false in violation of Article 12, possibly Article 3 (SOP 3-8:
REALTORS® shall not misrepresent the availability of access to show
or inspect a listed property), possibly MLS true picture obligations (and
the law).
There is a sand-thrower here…but does he get a time-out?
That depends on (a) the willingness of an agent (or potential buyer or
other witness for that matter) to get involved and bring a grievance at his
AOR/MLS and (b) the sufficiency of proof of the false statement.
If any of the exchange set forth in example 1 was captured in a
contemporaneous writing (ex: email, text, etc.) or even a recorded voice
message, or if the images of the representations in example 2 were
caught in a time stamped photo, it could make an initial prima facie
case. Pre-listing agent would have to have something else in his
arsenal to rebut it. If no such writing, things can get harder to prove
because they rest on he-said/she-said allegations – however, in-person
testimonial evidence or a signed witness statement, especially from a
“disinterested” or credible witness can prove highly persuasive to a
hearing panel on the matter.
While the examples above were set forth in the context of
representations made by a pre-listing agent, the approach and analysis
for assessing true picture violations would be the same for
representations made by a listing agent.
The reality is that most REALTORS® and/or members of the public
won’t take the time and energy to file grievances. But if they did, they
could hold those who violate the COE or MLS Rules to account and
perhaps even elevate the industry in the process. The sand-thrower
gets a time-out.
Below are some other common scenarios where sharp practices and
COE and MLS rules collide.
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2. Refusal to Cooperate
Another frequent complaint by agents is that their calls and messages to
the listing agent are not returned and/or they are not allowed to show
the property. (Mysteriously, however, often a just-submitted listing will
show up as “sold” in the MLS). Refusing to cooperate with a buyer’s
broker about the property is a violation of the COE. Article 3 obligates
REALTORS® to cooperate with other brokers, except when cooperation
is not in their client’s best interest. It is hard to imagine that nonresponsiveness by a listing agent is in the client’s best interest. It is quite
possible that a refusal to cooperate in this situation is more in the
interest of the listing agent than the seller.
Maintaining a log or written records of one’s continuously ignored
inquiries can demonstrate a refusal to cooperate in an ensuing
grievance matter. Listing agent would then have to make a showing that
he was acting at the direction of his client/that it was in the best interest
of his client in order to refute the claim.
3. Failing to Submit Offers
A corollary to a refusal to cooperate pertains to listing agents failing to
submit offers to the seller. Generally, a listing agent’s legal fiduciary
obligations to the seller require him to present all offers. Ethically, COE
Article 1 (SOP 1-6) requires REALTORS® to submit offers and counteroffers “objectively and as quickly as possible,” and (SOP 1-7) requires
listing brokers to present all offers received unless seller gives broker
written instructions to the contrary. C.A.R. Model MLS Rule 9.4,
Presentation of Offers requires the listing broker to present an offer as
soon as possible “or give the cooperating broker a satisfactory reason
for not doing so.”
The listing broker and the seller still have the right to make alternative
arrangements for when or how many offers will be presented which
would be a satisfactory reason for not presenting them all or as soon as
possible. However, this type of arrangement must be something agreed
to in writing by seller and not the unilateral decision of the listing broker.
To the extent that one submits a written offer but has not received any
response indicating the seller has been presented with the offer, the
C.A.R. Legal Department has developed a Sample Letter (see Sample
Letter Library within zipForm6®) that helps REALTORS® make a
Demand That Offers Be Presented to Seller. Use of this letter helps
REALTORS® assert their rights under the COE, MLS rules (and
reminds a potential sand-thrower of his legal obligations). It includes a
log for the REALTOR® to fill out showing the multiple attempts and
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methods of communication that were made and ignored and demands
that the offer be presented. Hopefully use of this communication
achieves the desired result which is getting an offer presented, but if not,
it can help set up the foundation for pursuing a grievance matter or other
action down the line if need be.
Also, the latest C.A.R. standard form residential listing agreement
(“RLA”) now highlights the duty to present all offers and has seller and
broker initial this acknowledgement. The hope is that this element too
may help impede the potential sand-thrower.
Fact patterns demonstrating the non-existence of any written special
instruction not to receive all offers by seller (ex: one happens to know
seller personally and when engaging in a conversation, she states a
desire to see all offers as soon as possible, had no knowledge of an
alleged postponed offer submission date, etc.) would certainly
substantiate a COE violation against listing broker.
Moreover, it is likely that a listing broker’s total failure to present the offer
and respond to all inquiries about presenting the offer could amount to a
breach of MLS Rule 9.4’s requirement to provide the cooperating broker
a satisfactory reason for not doing so. In the event cooperating agent
has spent over 1 day reasonably attempting to contact listing agent or
his representative about showings and negotiations but is ignored,
Model MLS Rule 9.1 allows cooperating broker to contact seller directly.
4. Interference with Exclusive Agency
Buyers’ agents sometimes complain that when they contact a pre-listing
broker about their client’s interest in a property, they are told that no
listing has been signed yet, so there is no asking price and no buyer can
see the property. A listing broker might tell a buyer’s agent there is work
being done and the property is not ready for showing. Inexplicably,
however, when those same brokers are contacted directly by the
potential cooperating broker’s client, the broker is more than happy to
tell the potential buyer about the property and even to write an offer on
their behalf. If a listing broker undertakes to represent a potential buyer,
that broker has obligations under the COE, Article 16. SOP 16-9 states
that REALTORS®, prior to entering into a representation agreement,
have an affirmative obligation to determine whether the prospect is
subject to a current valid exclusive agreement to provide the same type
of real estate service. (This is where Buyer Broker Agreements come in
handy!). Further, under SOP 16-6, even when a communication is
initiated by the client of another REALTOR® regarding the same type of
service, the listing broker may only discuss the terms of a future
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agreement or enter into an agreement that becomes effective upon the
expiration of any existing exclusive agreement.
5. Conclusion: Enforcement
Much of the behavior chronicled in this paper occurs during the course
of dealings between REALTORS® or MLS participants/subscribers. In
these settings, deciding whether a COE or MLS Rules violation has
occurred will depend on the facts and circumstances and evidence at
hand. Instances where a contextual determination needs to be made do
not easily lend themselves to imposition of a unilateral citation by an
AOR/MLS and instead likely necessitate a hearing. This means
REALTORS® and/or members of the public have to file grievances.
While some may be reluctant to do so, the COE and MLS Rules do
provide remedies for many bad acts REALTORS® encounter. If more
REALTORS® held those who violate them to account, it could have an
overall deterrent effect against troubling behavior and raise the bar in
the process.
The sand-thrower gets a time-out.
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